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ABSTRACT 
A transient computer lPodal of a forced circulation solar bot 
water system baa been dcvdepd. The mdel allows for capacitance 
effects by s ~ l v i a g  tbs energy. balances on a four node model of the 
solar collector. The tank model is designed to include the presence 
of an auxiliary heater and to allow for the nonideal condition of 
load drawof f . 
Five tests wrre done to validate the cmputer model. These 
tests include a comparison of the ccmputer sirrmlatim with experi- 
mental data & a H e 1  available i n  the literature. The results 
of thaee teats M i c a t e  that the computer nodel is able to predict 
the collector i n l e t  and outlet temperatures within 101 for typical 
operating conditions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Much research has bean completed in recent years on the simu- 
lation of solar collectors and eystems. 1'2'3 =though several types 
of solar systems are being investigated, the forced circulation 
solar hot water system is st i l l  the most common application of solar 
energy technology today. (A typical solar  hot water pystem is shown 
i n  F i g w e  1.) Its use is  becoming increasingly popular due t o  
economic conditions which have emerged i n  the past few years. 
In order to provide the capability for transient analysis of i n  
service pumped solar hot water systems, a simulation mdel has been 
developed. This Pumped System Program (hereafter referred to as the 
PSP) allows 'for the nonideal conditions of transient radiation and 
load drawoff. The PSP should predict the  collector i n l e t  and out le t  
temperatures t o  within 10% for  a day with transient radiation con- 
ditions. Models fo r  the solar collector,  storage tank, and pump 
controller are employed by the PSP as well as an analysis of the 
radiation transmission through the cover plate. 
The  collector modeled i n  the system is a serpentine, tube over 
sheet collector with one cover plate.  By organization of the corn- 
putex program i n t o  subroutines, most types of flat plate collectors 
can be modeled with few changes t o  the program. The tank model 
accounts for the presence of an auxiliary heater as well as hot 
Collector 
Figure 1. A Typical !!&Lax B t  Water System 
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Chapter I1 presents an analysis  of the  incident radiat ion 
striking the col lector  and subsequently being absorbed. To account 
for transient effects, the  radiat ion absorbed by the  covet p la te  
must be calculated. The radiat ion analysis is believed t o  be unique 
to  this model and a thermsyphon system model being shul taneously 
developed by Clark. 4 
The collector and tank models are presented i n  Chapters 1 x 1  
and IV, respectively. These two models are based primarily on -a- 
t f o ~  commonly avai lable  i n  the l i t e ra tu re .  An equation normally 
integrated t o  yield the col lec tor  o u t l e t  temperature has instead 
been solved, yielding exp l i c i t ly  the temperature d is t r ibut ion  
through the col lector .  
Chapters V and VI deal w i t h  the computer program di rec t ly .  The 
? 
first of these two chapters presents tha techniques used i n  solving 
each component model in the computer program. Chapter V I  describes 
five taots deceignad t o  verify the PSP using both an h i s to r i ca l  model 
and experimental data. 
The appendices include a detailed flowchart of the PSP, a com- 
puter l i s t i n g ,  and a sample output for  a complete system simulation. 
Experimental data from seven consecutive days of testing a typica l  
aolar  hot water system is also contained i n  the appendices. 
SOLAR ENERGY INPUT 
Primary to any analysis of a solar process is the calculation 
of the energy input to the absorber surface. It is assumed for this 
analysis that radiation-values on the surface of the collector are 
available. The analysis yields the amount of incident radiation ab- 
sorbed by the cover and by the plate. The approach used in this 
analysis differs from that wnnally found in the literature because 
the absorption by the cover plate must be calculated. 
A s s a n g  the incident radiation is initially composed of two 
linearly polarized components, the reflectance of an air  to  cover 
5 interface as derived by Fresnel is given by : 
where 
tan" ( e2 - el) 
+ 2 tan (8, + 8 , )  I 
P = reflectance 
= angle of incidence 
e2 = angle of refraction 
Since it is assumed that radiation values are available on the slope 
of the collector, the angle of incidence is assumed equal to zero 
and by Sncll's Law, the angle of refraction is also zero. Although 
not exact, the resulting simplification of equation 11.1 is suffic- 
6 iant for% total spst.r ImalyBis : 
I0 = intensity of incident radiation 
n = refractive i d e x  of cawex material 
BqaatAcm II.2 bas Ual into aaaWatiom that tha radar of rshac- 
t b n  of air AS one. 
If zadirtion of intsluity I. strikes the top surface of th 
h&erface (refer to Figure 3 ) .  The totaL amount of radiation enter- 
'L + ogtitrl path 18ngfA 
- 
pru+ry of ~lgurq) 2, t b  optical path length is related 
to the torrar +hFdurrrs md -la of refraction by: 
Figure 2.  Refraction of Radiation at Interface 

** < 
11.4 L 3 tc 
cos ez 
where tc = cover thickness 
Employing the previous assumption that the angle of incidence is 
zero, the opt ica l  path length becomes exactly equal t o  the cover 
It was stated previously t h a t  i f  radiat ion with in tens i ty  I.
strikes the cover p la te ,  an amount equal t o  ( l - ~ ) e - ~ ~ ~ ~  will reach 
the b o t t m  surface due t o  the absorption effect. When s t r ik ing  the 
second surface of the cover, t he  radiat ion may be ref lected back 
i n t o  the cover o r  refracted down t o  the  col lector  p la te .  The re- 
s u l t  is a s e r i e s  of multiple re f lec t ions  within the cover p la te  
( refer  t o  Figure 3) .  The f rac t ion  of incident radiation striking 
7 
and leaving each in te r face  is labeled i n  Figure 3. 
The t o t a l  transmittance of the cover plate is the sum of the 
fractions representing energy which has passed through the cover 
( re fer  t o  Figure 3) : 
T = total transmittance of cover 
The i n f i n i t e  series of equation 11.5 can be reduced t o  the following 
N o t  a l l  of the energy txansmitted through the  cover i s  absorbed 
by the collector plate. Some radiat ion is  ref lec ted  back t o  the 
cover, where it is e i t h e r  transmitted through the  covet, absorbed by 
the cover, o r  ref lected back to  the col lector  p la te .  By considering 
only multiple re f lec t ions  between the p la te  and the cover, an ap- 
p r o x h t e  solut ion can be obtained. hslrming the  co l lec tor  p l a t e  
absorbs a fixed f rac t ion ,  , of energy incident on its surface, the 
incident  energy f i n a l l y  absorbed by the  co l lec tor  p l a t e  is propor- 
t i ona l  t o  the  sum (refer to F i g u r e  4)  : 
where (Ta) = f rac t ion  of radiat ion,  incident on the cover, 
absorbed by the col lector  p l a t e  
a absorptance of col lector  p l a t e  
Reducing the sum, equation 11.7 becomes: 
Using the transmittance-absorption product just derived, the  
energy absorbed by the col lec tor  p l a t e  can be calculated : 
Cover 
Collector 
Plate' 
Figure 4. Absorption and Reflection of Radiation by 
Collector Plate 
S = energy absorbed by collector plate 
U o o  needed i n  the analysis is the amount of energy absorbed 
by the cover plate .  Refarzing to F i g u r e  3 ,  it i s  evidant that the 
incident energy striking the top surface of the cover and subse- 
quently being absorbed is: 
where 
-1 = energy absorbed 
By observing that equation 11.10 is  the difference of two in- 
f M t a  series and simplifying, the following relation can be 
derived : 
where a = absorptance of cover plate 
9 

total radiation absorbed 
the two components, S1 and I 
rp 
the cover plate 
S = radiation absorbed by cover p late  
g 
the sum 
Substitution of equations 11.15 and 11.12 into this relat ion y ie lds :  
Given the radiation values incident on the collector, the 
mount of energy absorbed by the cwer, S and by the absorber 
g o  
plate, S ,  can be calculated, using equations 11.17 and 11-9. These 
two absorb+ radiation values are inputs to the collector analysis 
contained in the next chapter. 
COLLECTOR 
The collector analysis is perhaps the single most important 
component of any system modal because it is i n  the collector t ha t  
energy is absorbed and removed by the working f luid.  The inputs 
required by the collector model include incident radiation, mass 
flow ra te ,  inlet f l u i d  temperature, ambient a i r  tamperatwe, and 
wind speed. From these inputs the collector model must be able t o  
accurately predict the temperature of the out le t  fluid. Solar col- 
lectors are often subjected t o  transient conditions (scattered 
I 
clouds). Therefore, it was decided t o  derive a capacitance model 
which would allow for  t h i s  noaideal condition. 
P' 
Many computer simulations of flat plate solar  collectors have 
been developed for different types of collectors with a variety in 
number and types of cover. plates. I t  is believed that most of 
these are zero-capacitance models which cannot accurately predict 
the transient behavior of most solar collectors.  If one can develop 
a mde l  which accounts for  the transient effects for  one standard 
collector type, it is assumed t h a t  t h i s  model could then be modified 
for  most co-n collector configurations. Therefore, the following 
modal w i l l  be dsvaloped fo r  a serpentine tube o-~er  sheet collector 
with one cover plate. 
For a system in which the working f luid  is  circulated through 
t he  ahorbar by a pump with a known flaw r a t e ,  the  o u t l e t  f l u i d  
temperature becomes t he  primary var iable  required of the col lector  
modal. This variable  can then be used i n  other components of the  
t o t a l  system model. For t h i s  reason, a method of exp l i c i t ly  cal-  
culating the o u t l e t  temperature is desired. A sui table  equation 
may be found by investigating an element of the absorber p l a t e ,  tube 
and f lu id .  
Consider an energy balance on the tube element shown i n  Figure 
5. The expressed quant i t ies  of energy are for  any ins t an t  i n  t i m e  
(quasi-steady conditions). To be consistent with the des i re  to  in- 
clude capacitance e f fec t s ,  a term representing the energy storage 
(with respect t o  time) i n  the f l u i d  element must be included i n  the  
energy balance. I n  the ea r ly  morning hours before the pump has come 
on, most of the  f' incoming radiation w i l l  go into this storage term, 
which would indicate  the temperature rise of the fluid. The energy 
balance is wri t ten as the  storage term equal t o  the difference i n  
energy inputs and energy outputs: 
where 
dx) + (T,-\)YMX) [ P ~ C  (T +ax  
P f 
Ca = lumped capacitance of p la te ,  tube and f lu id  per 
un i t  area 
W = ef fec t ive  width of fin 
- dx) 
ax 
Figure 5. Energy Flows on a Tube Element 
Tf = temperature of f l u i d  
t = time 
m = mass flow r a t e  when pump is  operating 
C - = specif ic  heat of f lu id  
P 
F' = col lec tor  efficiency fac tor  
dx = length of elemant i n  flow direct ion 
S = radiat ion absorbad by col lector  p l a t e  
U~ = overal l  l o s s  coeff ic ient  from f l u i d  t o  surround- 
ings 
T = ambient a i r  temperature 
a 
P = pump control  function equal t o  1 when the  pump 
is on and 0 when the pump is  off  
Combining tenas and dividing the equation by the element l c w t h  
gives : 
This equation is also presented by Klein et a l .  9 
I n  equation 111.2, W represents the  width of the  f i n  attached 
t o  the tube. I n  a continuous sinusoidal co l lec tor ,  however, the  
width of the f i n  is  constantly changing and would be most d i f f i c u l t  
to define precisely. As such, the following expression i s  given t o  
calculate  an approximate or e f fec t ive  f i n  width: 
where Ac - area of collector plate 
length tubing inside collector 
Also i n  equation 111.2 is F', the collector efficiency factor. 
This quantity can be interpreted as follows: the ratio of the use- 
ful energy gain to the useful energy gain had the absorbing plate 
bean a t  the local fluid temperature. B l i s s  has calculated several 
efficiency factors, of which the following applies to a tube over 
10 
sheet collector type (refer to Figure 6 )  : 
where 
B BU, 
'B = tub% spacing 
d = inside tube diameter 
do = outside tube diameter 
hf = inside film coefficient 
U = bond conductance per unit area 
C 
F = the fin efficiency defined as 
K,, = conductivity of absorbing plate 
F i g u r a 6 .  Tube and P l a t e  Geometry 
tlt 
4
 
- 
these quant i t ies  can be approximated a s  constants. The temperature 
of the f lu id  is  then calculated a t  ce r t a in  equally spaced points 
along the  tube, f o r  each time interval .  Only the l a s t  temperature 
d is t r ibut ion  must be saved for calculating the subseqyent d i s t r i -  
bution. The following addit ional s t ipu la t ion  may then be placed 
on equation 111.6, 0 - < t - < At, where A t  = length of time i n t e r  
va l  . 
One may gain a physical in te rpre ta t ion  of equation 111.6 from 
the following. The f l u i d  a t  some given posi t ion i n  the tube, a t  
t he  beginning of a time in te rva l ,  t rave ls  soms distance along the 
tube. This distance is a function of the  flow r a t e  and the  length 
of the  t h e  interval .  During t h i s  time, the  f lu id  experiences a 
rise i n  lzemperature due t o  the incaning radiat ion and changes i n  
the ambient temperature. The maximum possible change i n  temperature 
i s  attenuated by the  exponential mult ipl ier ,  which accounts f o r  
col lector  losses.  I f  the pump is  not on, the  f l u i d  does not move, 
but s t i l l  experiences a change i n  temperature dependent on the radi-  
ation, the  ambient a i r  temperature, and the loss  coeff ic ient .  This 
would be the case i n  the ear ly  morning when the pump is  off and the  
co l lec tor  temperature r i s e s  isothermally. 
I n  equation 111.6, the absorbed radiat ion is found using the 
analysis of Chapter 11. The pump control  function is calculated 
f r m  a model of the control ler  baing used. O f  the  remaining var i -  
ables ,  only the loss  coeff ic ient  and the col lector  efficiency fac- 
t o r  need t o  be determined. A l l  other variables a r e  simply para- 
22 
0 
meters of the  system being modeled or inputs for the time interval .  
Since the col lec tor  efficiency fac tor  is a function of the los s  
coeff ic ient  (refer t o  equation 111.4) , the major task is  t o  calcu- 
l a t e  the l o s s  coef f ic ien t  i n  a manner consistent with the analysis 
up to this point. 
To obtain the l o s s  coef f ic ien t ,  a four node model of the  col- 
l ec to r  is developed. The result of this model w i l l  be a s e t  of 
four ~Isaultanaous l i nea r  d i f f e r e n t i a l  equations, which can be solved 
t o  give the temperatures of t he  four nodes. Once these temperatures 
are kno~l, the  loss coeff ic ien t  can be calculated directly. The 
developent  of the  four nodal equations is  given i n  depth i n  Appen- 
dix 8. The results are summarized here for  continuity. 
The four nodes, which represent points of energy storage, are 
chosen as shown i n  Figure 7. A n  energy balance on the cover p la t e  
/ 
yields  : 
where Ti = temperature of node i 
Cover Plate - Node 1 
Collector Plate - Node 2 
Insulation - Node 3 
I 
Pan - Node 4 
Figure 7 .  A Four - Nods Collector Madel 
= area of the collector 
capacitance of node 1 
S = radiation absorbed by glass 
g 
Ta = ambient air temperature 
Additionally, the radiation and convection coefficients of equation 
111.7 are defined by the follaving expressions (refer to  ~ppendb  
where a =. ~ o l t ~ n a n ' s  constant 
2-1= configuration factor from node 2 t o  node 1 
/ 
E = emissivityof node i i 
c = coefficient dependent on collector slope 
V = wind speed in miles per hour 
For the collector plate,  node 2 ,  an energy balance yields: 
where 
='=3 = coPductivity of insulation 
Ax3 = thickness of insulation 
S .= energy absorbed by collector plats 
= mass flow rate 
= pump control fmrction 
T 
/ in = teqpzature of collector b l e t  fluid 
Taut 
= temperature of collector outlet f luid  
An energy balance on the back insulation, node 3, yields : 
(m) = capacitance of node 3 
a 
Similarly, for the collector pan, node 4: 
where (mc)* = capaeita~l~e of n d e  4 
The coefficient of radiation from node 4 to the ambient a i r ,  denoted 
by hrqa, i s  defined as : 
The equations representing the energy balances on the four 
Dodes may be'reprasented i n  matrix form as: 
The solution to this sat  of equations yielding the temperatures of 
the four nodes i s  discussed i n  A p p e n d i x  C. Asauming that the nodal 
temperatures have been 'found, the overall loss coef f ic ient  , UL , can 
then be defined as: 
where QLOSS is  the sum of the top, bottom and edge losses. 
The top loss ,  QTOP, which consti tutes part of equation 111.7 is: 
The back loss ,  QBACK, is the energy conducted away from the plate 
through the insulation: 
An estimation of the  edge loss  is most easily obtained by empirical 
13 formula : 
III. 20 
where Pe = perimeter of collector  
De = depth of collector 
Once the loss coefficient  has been calculated, it is a simple matter 
t o  calculate the col lector  efficiency factor  from equations 111.4 
and 111-5. 
Finally, the temperature dis t r ibut ion through the collector  is  
calculated from equation 111.6. In  addition to predicting the out- 
l e t  tmperatute of the fluid, the temperature at  each position i n  
the collector tuba may be used to calculate the mean f lu id  tempera- 
ture. The analysis of the tank, considered i n  the next chapter, 
w i l l  require the f luid out le t  temperature inFcalculating the energy 
input to the tank. The f l u i d  outlet temperature can be used direc- 
t ly ,  assuming there i s  no loss i n  tha connecting pipe. This assump- 
tion i s  made in the present configuration of the PSP but can be 
easily changed. 
TANK 
Zn a forced circulation solar hot water heater, the storage 
tank usually constitutes the second major part of the system. It 
is here that energy collected during sunlight hours is stored for 
use a t  a later t h e .  In m o s t  imtances, a auxiliary heater is 
present near the top of the tank to insure that hot water is  pro- 
vided to the Load, regardLsss of weather.conditions. 
In most instances, the temperature/time variation of the tank 
with respect to the collector is relatively slow. Therefore, for 
t h i s  analysis a finite-section tank model is used. F l u i d  enters 
and leaves the tank as shown in Figure  8. In order to make the 
/ 
predictive program general enough far mcst applications, hot water 
drawoff will be included in the analysis. The degree of tank 
s,$xatification used is dependent on the desired accuracy and the 
calculation time available. It has bean reported that dividing 
the tank into atore than three sections ibes not significantly 
change the predicted system performance from that derived w i t h  a 
three sectian tarik. 14 
Consider only the tog section of the tank containing an aux- 
iliary heater (Figure 9). The following energy balance can be 
written: 
Figure 8. A Typical Storage Tank Showing stratification 
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F i g u r e  9. Top Section of Storage Tank Showing Auxiliary Input 
(mc sl = thermal capacitance of section 1 
=s1 = temperature of section 1 
Q, 
= energy provided by auxiliary heater 
= flow rate of fluid removed 
= specific heat of fluid 
U = loss coefficient of tank 
s 
*Sl = circumferential area of section 1 
Ta = ambient temperature 
Since the awil iary hea t e r i s  located in  the top section of 
the tank, the second section usually receives the outlet water front 
the collector. An energy balance for t h i s  second section (refer t o  
/ 
Figure 10) can be written as: 
where Ts2 = temperature of section 2 
= collector outlet temperature 
As2 = circumferential area of section 2 
P = pump control function equal to  1 when the pump 
is  on and 0 when the pump is off 
F i g u r e  10. Model of Storage Tank Section Two 
- 
m = mass flow r a t e  when pump operating 
Similarly, energy balances on addit ional sections of the tank 
may be wri t ten i n  the following form: 
(ith section) 
In applying the above equation t o  the  bottom most section,  Ts(i+l) 
would be replaced by the temperature of the return w a t e r .  \ 
Using a steady s t a t e  conduction analysis  of the  tank, the  loss  
15. coeff ic ient  can be derived as . 
1 
I V .  4 
where KT = conductivity of tank insulation 
r = tank radius 
t 
hx = thickness of tank insulat ion 
I n  applying the tank loss  coeff ic ient  t o  equations N o 1  through 
IV.3, it i s  assumed that ths thermal resistance of the  tank w a l l  i s  
neg-ligible i n  caparison t o  the  insulation. 
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r. 
Equations IV.1 through IV.3 together comprise a nodal model of 
the storage tank which must be solved simultaneously for each given 
time interval. Several solutions this set of equations may be 
found in Appendix C. 
COMPUTER MODEL 
The components of a forced c i rcula t ion solar  hot water system 
include a so la r  energy collector ,  a storage tank, connecting pipes,  
a pump and a control ler .  M a a m t i c a l  models of these components 
have been presented i n  Chapters 11 through IV. Each mathematical 
model consists  of a system of equations. A computer program (PSP), 
writ ten i n  Fortran, has been developed t o  solve t h i s  system of 
equations fo r  a given time step. 
The PSP is organized as a main routine and nineteen subroutines. 
The main routine performs a l l  input and output operations i n  addi- 
t ion  to  addressing the subroutines. The PSP is organized so as t o  
,' 
simplify fu ture  modifications which would allow the program t o  
simulate additional types of systems. For .  example, i n  order t o  
simulate a system with a tube under sheet col lec tor ,  only a single 
subroutine fo r  calculating the p la t e  eff iciency would require modi- 
f icat ion.  
A simplified flowchart of the  PSP is shown i n  Figure 11. A 
more detailed explanation of each block i n  the  flowchart follows. 
Inputs to the PSP can be c lass i f i ed  in to  two basic categories:  
physical system character is t ics  and envirornnerital operating condi- 
tions. The physical system parameters describe i n  detail the 
geometry of the collector  and storage tank and specify the  operation 
Input f i  
Parameters 
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Conditions fo 
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Figure 11. Simplified Flowchart of PSP 
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of the control ler .  Environmental operaking conditions include 
ambient air tenaperatwe, wind speed, and incident radiation.  
The inputs required by the col lector  model describe the 
geumetry and the-1 charac ter i s t ics  of the cover, absorber p l a t e ,  
insulat ion,  and pan which const i tute  the col lector .  Inputs f o r  the  
tank modal include physical dimensions and data on auxi l iary heaters. 
I n  its present config&ation, the PSP assumes the pump cont ro l le r  
operates on a known temperature d i f f e r e n t i a l  between the bottom sec- 
tion of the tank and the  col lector  out le t .  The cont ro l le r  ,model 
can, however, be easily changed t o  operate on any of the calculated 
system temperatures. 
Environmental operating charac ter i s t ics  a r e  required by the 
so lar  co l lec tor  and storage tank models. Values of the ambient a i r  
temperature and w i d  speed a t  the beginning of each tima in te rva l  
,' 
are required. For simplicity,  these values are assumed t o  be con- 
s t a n t  over the  time period. Incident radiat ion normal t o  the  
co l lec tor  surface and t he  amount of hot water drawoff from the  tank 
are r e q u i r d  by the PSP t o  be integrated values over each time 
interval. 
During i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  a col lector  coordinate system is  estab- 
l ished and preliminary calculat ions required only once during a 
simulation are performed. Tho coordinate system is  established t o  
define points along t he  col lector  tuba where the f l u i d  temperature 
w i l l  be calculated. Each of these points is  defined by i ts  distance 
along the  tube from the co l lec tor  i n l e t .  The distance between suc- 
cessive points is dependent on input data and af fec t s  the accuracy 
of the calculated temperature d is t r ibut ion  from one t h e  in te rva l  
to the next. 
Preliminary calculations performed during i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  in- . 
clude the calculation of the fractions of normal incident radiat ion 
absorbed by the cover and by the absorber plate .  These two frac- 
tions are assumed t o  be only functians of the physical system 
being modeled. Other parameters which are constant for  the dura- 
t i on  of the simulation are a lso  performed during in i t i a l i za t ion .  
The next task performed by the program is the calculation of 
the heat t ransfer  coeff icients  used i n  the equations of the  four 
node col lector  model. For sLmplicity, the  coeff icients  are 
assumed constant over a time interval. 
The system of equations describing the col lector  nodes can be 
I 
solved by either a matrix technique or the Crank-Nicholson method. 
Both of these solution techniques are presented i n  Appendix C. 
An input variable with a logic  value determines which m e t h o d  i s  
usad fo r  a given simulation. The  matrix technique yields a more 
accurate solution to  the system of equations. However, it re- 
quires several times mare computer time than the Crank-Nicholson 
m e t h o d .  In  a representative case, solutions by the two methods 
have agreed within two percent. For the matrix technique, the 
x€ 
n&er of terms used i n  calculating e great ly  a f f ec t s  the accur- 
acy of the solution (refer t o  equation C. 4 )  . The number of terms 
is specified i n  the input data. 
A sample output from the PSP is contained i n  Appendix F a  Each 
- 
Once the col lec tor  node temperatures are known, the col lector  
eff ic iency fac tor  and the  overal l  l o s s  coeff ic ient  are calculated 
d i rec t ly .  The temperature dis t r ibut ion  of the f l u i d  i n  the col- 
lector is then calculated from the solution to the p a r t i a l  differ- 
e n t i a l  equation presented in Chapter 113;. 
New tank temperatures are calculated using the equations of 
Chapter IV. The Adam-Moulton predictor-corrector method is  em- 
ployed i n  solving the d i f f e r e n t i a l  equations of the four tank 
nodes. This solut ion mathod requires minimal computer time and 
provides reasonable accuracy f o r  the tank temperatures. The pre- 
dictor-corrector method remains stable! for  t h i s  solution since the 
tank temperatures change slowly due t o  the large capacitance of 
each section. 
J 
l i n e  of da ta  represents the solut ion fo r  one t i m a  step. ~aving 
completed the simulation, the program p r i n t s  daily t o t a l s  fo r  the  
insolat ion and useful energy gain and calculates  a da i ly  co l lec tor  
efficiency defined by: 
where 
"d = da i ly  col lector  efficiency 
i = ith time in te rva l  
Q* 
= useful energy gain of co l lec tor  
I = integrated insolat ion incident on co l lec tor  
surface 
n = nt.paber of time in te rva ls  
The PSP also calculates  and p r i n t s  a d a i l y  system efficiency de- 
fined by: 
where 73 = da i ly  system efficiency 
M = mass of f l u i d  i n  tank 
s 
C = spec i f ic  heat of f lu id  
P 
T m s l  = mean storage tank temperature a t  beginning of 
sirnulation 
'ms2 
= meam storage tank temperature a t  end of 
simulation 
QL = energy supplied t o  load during the  simulation 
Qaux = energy provided by auxi l iary heater 
The system efficiency completes the printed r e su l t s  of the PSP. 
A more complete understanding of the PSP may be obtained from 
the  detailed flowchart and program l i s t i n g  contained i n  Appendices 
D an8 E, respectively. In order t o  be useful,  the computer model 
must be validated. This is accomplished i n  the following chapter. 
In ordet to prove completely the val idi ty of the computer model 
presented i n  Chapter V, it would be necessary to test each case 
covered by the modal. Since t h i s  is  impossible, a representative 
systcm has been modeled to show t ha t  the PSP performs as designed 
for d i f ferent  environmental conditions. 
F i v e  tests have been made using the PSP for the purpose of 
validation. These are: 
1. Collector simulation only for ideal day 
2. System simulation for ideal day 
3. Collector simulation comparison with experimental data for 
real day 
4. Collector simulation comparison w i t h  the Hottel, Whillier, 
Bliss model for  a real day 
5.  Complete system compuison with experimental data fo r  real 
day (including drawof f ) 
The first tm tests l i s t ed  above are designed t o  check the face 
validity of the computer model. Tests three and f ive  check the 
event validity of the mdel by comparing the PSP resul ts  with exper- 
imental data. The fourth test  demonstrates the improvement of the 
PSP over the "Hottel, Whillier , Bliss zero-Capacitance" model (re- 
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ferred t o  as the HW33 model) which has become an accepted standard 
for camparison. 16 
The collector modeled for  the validation t e s t s  is shown i n  
Figure 12. It  is  a serpentine tube over sheet collector with a 
single glass cover. The collector p la te  is copper sheet with an 
area of approximately 37 square feat. Additional characteristics 
of the system are l i s t ed  i n  Appendix G. 
The  f i r s t  t e s t  of the PSP was t o  predict the performance of 
the collector for an ideal day (no cloud cover). The  incident . 
radiation integrated over each time period was modeled as a sine 
where 
I. = 75 s in  "' - - Btu for Z = 1-32 
33 ,A 2 
' I0 integrated insolation for  15 minute periods 
Z = interval of 15 minutes 
The ambient air temperature, Ta, was selected as another sine func- 
t i on  : 
VI.2 n z  Ta 
= 70 + 15 s in  - 33 OF fo r  2 = 1-32 
In addition, the following variables were chosen t o  be constant: col- 
0 lector inlet - 70 F ,  mass flow r a t e  - 60 gallons per hour, and wind 
speed - 2 miles per hour. 
Face validi ty i s  a t e a t  to  determine i f  the results of the pra- 
diction appear reasonable. For the PSP simulation described pre- 
viously one would expect the  predicted out le t  temperature t o  approx- 
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hate . *  sine curve similar t o  the incident radiat ion function. The 
collector efficiency should have a reasonable value and.appear nearly 
constant due to the  laboratory type conditions imposed on the simu- 
la t ion .  The predicted col lec tor  outlet temperature and af f iciency 
are a w n  i n  Figures 13 and 14,  respectively. Both variables appear 
as expected. 
An W r t a n t  check of any computer program u t i l i z i n g  numerical 
methods is one for stabiZity. In  this case neither t he  o u t l e t  tem- 
perature nor the  col lector  efficiency demonstrate any osc i l l a t ions  
or other unstable behavior. 
The conditions imposed on the  first t e s t  were a lso  used, with 
one exception, fo r  t h e  system simulation for  an ideal  day. The PSP 
is used t o  simulate the previously described col lector  connected to  
a 120 gallon storage tank such that the col lector  i n l e t  temperature 
varies as a function of the tank d i s t r ibu t ion  rather than remaining 
/ 
constant. I n l e t  and o u t l e t  connections tank dimensions are 
&own in F i g u r e  15. For this t e s t  t he  contribution of the auxi l iary 
heater is  zero and the  col lector  and tank node temperatures are in- 
i t i a l l y  7 0 ' ~ .  Additional system parameters are l i s t e d  i n  Appendix G. 
For this second t e s t  the col lec tor  i n l e t  and o u t l e t  temperaturres 
are plot ted i n  Figure 16. The wan col lector  f l u i d  temperature and 
moan storage tank temperature are presented i n  Figure 17. The most 
inportant charac ter i s t ic  to  observe from Figures 16 and 17 i s  the 
m o t h ,  continuous nature of the  four curves. This necessarily im- 
plies that the t o t a l  system model is s tab le  fo r  the given operating 
conditions. A l l  four variables have reasonable values thxoughout 
Figure 13. Collector Outlet Temperature Versus T h e  for Ideal Day and Constant 
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the day. In addition the PSP calculates the da i ly  collector effic- 
iency t o  be 61%. 
The f i r s t  two tests  have shown t h a t  the  PSP w i l l  give reason- 
able and stable r e su l t s  for  ideal operating conditions. The computer 
model will thus be considered face-valid for these conditions. Much 
=re inportant is the comparison of the PSP with experimental data. 
Experimental: data was obtained using the Mobile Solar Lab de- 
veloped a t  Florida Technological University under grants from the 
State University System and the Florida Solar center17 ( r e f s  t o  
Appendix G). Using this equipment, the  solar hot water system de- 
scribed i n  Appendix G was monitored during sunlight burs for  a 
period of one week from September 8 ,  1976, t o  September 15, 1976. 
Raw data including recordings of insolation obtained from this test 
are present@ in Appendix G. 
Tha experimental data for  September 8 ,  1976, was used for  the  
third validation t e s t .  This t e s t  was designed t o  compare the collec- 
t o t  model of the PSP to  experimental data for  a day with scattered 
cloud cover. Measured values of ambient ai r  temperature, wind speed, 
and integrated insolation were entered in to  the PSP for 74 minute 
time intervals.  Since only the collector performance was simulated 
for this test, measured values of the collector inlet temperature 
and mass f l o w  rate were used by the col lector  wdel i n  predicting 
the o u t l e t  temperature. T a b l e  1 contains experimental data used i n  
t h i s  shulation tes t .  
The m s a s u r d  outlet temperature and the predicted 
Table 1. Experimental Data for September 8 ,  1976. 
S t a r t  Insolation Temperature Temperature Temperature Collector 
owu/ft2) (%I (OF I (OF) (OF) 
Table 1 .  (continued) 
T h e  Ambient Inlet Outlet T 
S t a r t  Insolat 'on Temperature Tamperatwe Temperature Collector 3 (BTU/ft (OF) (OF 1 (OF (OF ) 
o u t l e t  temperature are plot ted i n  Figure 18. The average er ror  i n  
the predicted o u t l e t  temperature is  2% with a maximum error  of 7%. 
The da i ly  co l lec tor  aff iciency calculated from the measured data and 
2 based on a cohlector area of 37 f t  is 58%. Over the same time in- 
ten1 the PSP predic ts  a da i ly  efficiency of 59%. Both of these 
da i ly  col leator  efficiency values appear high since they a r e  based 
on the area of the absorbing plate .  The d a i l y  efficiency based on 
measured data  would drop t o  46% i f  it were calculated using the 
2 gross area of the col lec tor ,  40 ft . The col lector  model only may 
be assuned val id  from the agreement between measured and predicted 
values of the col lector  o u t l e t  temperature resul t ing from t h i s  t e s t .  
Rs a further ver i f i ca t ion  of the col lector  model, a comparison 
was made with the HWB zero-capacitance col lector  model. Equations 
comprising# this model w e r e  written i n to  a computer program (refer 
to Appendix B) . T h i s  program was then used t o  predict  the o u t l e t  
temperature for the same col lec tor  charac ter i s t ics  and operating 
conditions that w e r e  used by the PSP i n  the t h i r d  validation test. 
Predictions of the col lector  o u t l e t  temperature made by the 
PSP and by the  HWB model are shown i n  Figure 19. The Ft7B model 
predicts an o u t l e t  temperature that averages 1% higher than the PSP 
prediction. The da i ly  efficiency predicted by the HWs model is  66% 
compared with 59% for  the PSP. Since many aspects of the two models 
a re  d i f f e ren t ,  it would be unfair  t o  contribute the difference i n  
predicted r e s u l t s  so le ly  t o  the  consideration of capacitance e f fec t s  
by the PSP. The small difference i n  predictions of the  two models 
t 


reinforces the val id i ty  of the collector model used i n  the PSP. 
The f i f t h  and final ver i f ica t ion of the PSP compares a complete 
s y s t a  simulation with the experimental data of September 9, 1976. 
(refer to Table 2 ) .  D a t a  required by the PSP t o  perform t h i s  sim.u- 
lation included the i n i t i a l  distr ibution of the  tank, the values of 
the wind speed, ambient air temperature, and insolation for  each 7.5 
minute period, and the amount of water drawn from the tank during 
each interval .  Data for  7.5 minute intervals  was obtained by inter-  
polating from Table 2 except t h a t  the integrated insolation values 
were obtained d i rec t ly  from the original  recordings. From this in- 
formation the PSP predicted the collector i n l e t  and out le t  tempera- 
tures and the temperature of the four tank sections. Taken into 
consideration by the program were the effects  of hot water drawoff 
from the  tank and the presence of an auxiliary heater which main- 
tained a nearly constant temperature i n  the top section of the tank. 
The r e su l t s  of t h i s  simulation d i rec t ly  from the computer pro- 
gram are presented i n  Appendix F. The predicted and measured values 
of the collector i n l e t  and ou t l e t  temperatures a re  shown i n  Figure 
20. The maximum error of the  predicted i n l e t  temperature i s  6% and 
the maximum error  of the predicted ou t l e t  temperature is 5%. The 
i n l e t  temperature is underestimated during most of the day due t o  
the assumption that each section of the tank is  fu l ly  mixed. 
The system tested allowed the insertion of only one thenno- 
couple into the storaae tank for measurina the water temperature. 
r e  
Table 2 .  Experimental Data for September 9, 1976. 
The  Load Ambient Inlet Outlet  Tank 
Start Insolat'on Drawoff Teinperature TFperature Temperature Temp. 3 (BTU/ft ) (Gal.) (OF) ( F) (OF (OF ) 
Table 2. (continued) 
Tim9 Load Ambient Inlet Outlet Tank 
S t a r t  Insolat ' n Drawof f Temperature Temperature Temperature Temp. F' (FN/ft 1 (Gal. 1 (OF) (OF) (OF (OF, 
*Pump was off at time t e s t  was taken. 
- 0  Predicted I n l e t  
--a Predicted Outlet 
A Measured I n l e t  
0 Measured Outlet  
- 0  
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Figure 20.  Predicted and Measured I n l e t  and Outlet  Temperatures for 9/9/76 
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This thermocouple was placed 17 inches fran the top, 5 inches 
below the auxiliary heating element. T h i s  placement corresponds 
t o  the top of tank section two (refer t o  Figure 15).  The tempera- 
tures measured with the thermocouple are plotted with the four pre- 
dicted tank temperatures i n  Figure 21. The temperature of node one 
is maintained a t  ~ p ~ ~ o x i m a t e l ~  1 2 0 ~ ~  by the auxiliary heater. Al- 
though the predicted temperatures appear reasonable, no conclusions 
can be made because there  is  no one-to-one correspondence between 
measured and predicted data. 
The daily collector efficiency predicted by the PSP is 57%. 
The dai ly  efficiency calculated with measured data and based on a 
2 
collector  area of 37 f t  i s  59%. The close agreement between these 
two values provides perhaps the strongest validation cr i te r ion  pre- 
sented. 
From the  f ive  validation tests  performed it can be concluded 
that the PSP is able t o  predict the t ransient  performance of forced 
circulat ion solar hot water systems within 10%. More accurate- 
pxedfctions can be made by decreasing the t i m e  period, with a pro- 
per t ional  increase time required perform the simulation. 

VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND R E C O W A T I O N S  
The computer model presented i n  previous chapters has been 
shown to  accurately simulate a forced c i rcu la t ion  so lar  hot w a t e r  
system. The model has predicted t h e  performance of a representative 
system within 10% for a typica l  day including such nonideal condi- 
t i ons  as t rans ien t  cloud cover and load drawoff. 
After analyzing the r e s u l t s  of f i v e  validation tests performed 
t o  da te ,  the following tecomnendations a r e  made: 
1. Comparison of the PSP with the  HWB zero-capacitance model 
using 7.5 minute data has not shown s igni f icant  differences.  
Since the time constant of a solar col lector  may be under 
two minutes, smaller time in terva ls  may be necessary t o  
show differences i n  the two models. Further study i n  
this area i s  recommended, 
2. Using this computer m d e l  as a basis ,  larger  systems in- 
cllrling space heating and a i r  conditioning can be written. 
The  modular organization of the PSP provides an excellent 
foundation f o r  further development. 
3.  The PSP provides an ef fec t ive  means of evaluating hot water 
system designs without expensive prototypes or  tedious 
hand calculations.  
Tha differential  equation describing the energy bal- 
ance on o differential tube element in tbe flow direction was re- 
prtad by Kleh as: 
18 . A general solution to this equation is . 
where # is an arbitrary function of (Ax - Bt). To determine + one 
must choose a boulbdary condition which applies to the physical 
system being modeled. In this case, the tenperature of the fluid 
at any point in the tube at the beginning of an interval should be 
equal to the last calculated value of the fluid temperature at the 
same 1ocaUon. 
Tf represents the temperature of the fluid a t  any position, X ,  
old 
in the tube, at the end of tha last tirae interval.. Applying the 
initial caadition to the partial  differential equation solution 
Tf ( x , ~ = o )  + Tf (x) 
C old 
Solving for +(&) = Tf - - G 
. o u  C 
rraking the substitution, Z = Ax, gives : 
=f 
old 
Equation A.3 defines the fuactbn, + ,  for any value of 2 . 
From equation A. 2, it is evident that the value of 4 needed is 
evaluated at (Ax - Bt) . Substituting this quantity for Z in 
squation A. 3 yields: 
By substituting thfs eatpassion for $ (u - Bt) i n  equation A.2, 
and sipqxlifhg, the total aolu"U,on to the partial differential 
for O e t  < A t  
- - 
where A t = time interval 
Le 
= length of tube in collector 
DEVELCP- OF COLUXTOR ENERGY BALANCES 
The tfansient collector model discussed briefly i n  Chapter 3 
consists of four nodes representing the cover, collector plate 
with f lu id ,  insulation, and collector pan. The idea of a node 
assumes t h a t  the ent i re  node i s  a t  the same temperature. The 
temperature of the node represents the mean temperature of the 
physical component. Energy balances on the four nodes yield a s e t  
of simultaneous di f ferent ia l  equations describing the nodal 
temperatures. 
Consider an energy balance for  the cover plate,  node one 
(refer to  Figure 22) : 
where Qsl = energy stored in cover p la te  
Qg 
3 energy absorbed by cover plate 
QrZl 3 energy radiated from collector plate t o  cover 
Qc21 = energy convected from collector plate to  cover 
%la = energy radiated from cover to  ambient 
Qcla = energy convected from cover t o  ambient 
Figure 22. Energy Balance on Cover Plate 
The energy absorbed by the cover plate (refer to Chapter 2 )  
is: 
8-2 
where Ax = axea of node 1 
S = energy absorbed by cover, per unit area 
9 
The energy transfarred by radiation and convection can be 
written in  terms of the driving temperature potentials. For the 
radiation between the collector plate and cover: 
where Ti = temperature of node i 
A2 = area of node 2 
where = d s s i v i t y  of node i 
"i 
Cr = Bolt~nan's constant 
F2-l 
= configuration factor from 2 to 1 
wheze Ta = ambient temperature 
A n 

and A in equation (A.8) and rearranging gives: 2 
The second node is taken as the collector plate, tubing, and 
f luid in  the tubes a t  any instant (refer t o  Figure 23) .  An energy 
balance on node 2 i s  given by: Qs2 = Qp - QrZl - Qc21 - QK23 - Qu 
B. 10 Qs2 = energy stored in  node 2 
$ = energy absorbed by collector plate 
*k23 = energy conducted from node 2 t o  node 3 
Qu = energy removed by working fluid 
Assuming a linear temperature drop across the insulation, the 
energy conducted through the insulation from the collector plate 
is: 
where K3 3 conductivity of insulation 
&X3 = thickness of insulation 
The energy renoved by the f lu id  is: 
Figure 23. Energy Balance on Node Two 
& = mars f l m w m f  fluid 
C = ~ f f i o h m t  of f l d d  
P 
The radiation abmrbd by tha collector plate kefer to Chapter  2) 
is: 
B. 13 
The cnsrgg stored in mde 2 is: 
~ n m r  that tha collector plate radiate8 energy primarily to the 
plate. -tion (8.3) tban applies to tha radi.tion lops .  
Bquat4.m (8,10) can tban bm racrittan re: 
The tbird aade repremmts the collector insulation. Any 
edge i n s l i l a t i & w i l l  be neglected in writing the energy flows 
imaa- of thc aifficulty ia ak43M-g its &fact. An ~~ 
bahmce on mde . 3  (refer to Figure  24) yields : 
Qk, = energy conducted from mde 3 to aode 4 
Figure 24. Energy Balance on Insulation 
tarre of previously Wined v r r h U e s  is: 
Tha amrgy  stared in mda 3 is given by: 
~ s t i t x t i l r a g  cprukhm (B.11). LB.171, adl (33.18) into equation 
(B. 16) yields upon rearxangirvg : 
kaLame on adte 4 yields (refer b F-e 25) : 
Rtc energy lost from llOde 4 by amvmzticm is given by: 
' P h s ~ r ~ t e d  from- 4 is: 
Figure 25. Energy Balance on Collector Pan 
w k r e  
The energy stored in node 4 is: 
Cambintng equations (B. 21) - (8.23) and rearranging yields: 
Together ,  @ p a n s  (Beg) ,  (B.15), (B.19) and (B.24) represent 
a four n6de model of the collector. ~hese equations can be solved 
to yield the mean temperature o f  each node. Same solution techniques 
are presented in Appendix C. 
Appendix C 
SOLVEION TECHNXQUES OF FOUR 
COUPLED DLFFERSNTIAL EQUATIONS 
A general set of four simultaneous ordinary linear differen- 
t ial  equations i s  given i n  matrix f o m  as: 
f 
O r  in  standard matrix notation: 
Let the in i t i a l  condition9 be designated as: 
O r  again i n  matrix notation: 
In the  above expressions a b , and ci are constants. The j i 
let ter ,  t , represents the independent variable  and, %i t represents 
the der ivat ive of the dependent var iable ,  Ti, with respect t o  the  
independent variable. In  this case, the  independent variable is 
time and the dependent variables are temperatures. 
When the  four simultaneous d i f f e r e n t i a l  equations presented in  
Chapter 111 a r c  put i n  matrix form, the  corresponding a and bi i j 
tenns are not constants. For t h i s  reason, the  s e t  of equations can 
more eas i ly  be solved over a time in te rva l  for  which the terms can 
be considered nearly constant, yielding an approximate solution. 
The temperatures found a t  the  end of the  time interval  can then be 
used as the i n i t i a l  conditions f o r  a succeeding time in terva l .  
T h i s  process can be repeated indefini te ly .  
Usingmatrix techniques, a solution for t he  s e t  of equations 
given by equations (C. 1) and (C. 2) has been developed by Bronson. 2 1  
The resul t ing solution is given by: 
Equation ((2.3) would be an exact solution if the dements of matrix 
A were t ru ly  constant. 
The d i f f i c u l t y  i n  using equation (C .3 )  is  the calculation of 
- 
A t  e . The exact calculation of this quantity is a function of the 
eigenvalues of the  four by four matrix A. An easier  method of cal-  
- 
culat ing eAt is avai lable  using the following def ini t ion:  
- 
A t  (Kt ) 
e = ' - -  ' n: 
n=O 
-AS From t h i s  def in i t ion ,  e can a l so  be calculated by simply substi- 
tuting -s for t . 
A solution t o  the i n i t i a l  set of equations can be found using 
equation (C.4) i n  conjunction w i t h  equation ((2.3). The accuracy of 
this solution w i l l  depend on the length of the time in terva l  and the 
- - 
number of terms used i n  calculating eAt and eoAS. 
  he time interval 
i s  a fac tor  because th8 A matrix is only assmied t o  be constant over 
the  in te rva l .  In reality, it is a function of the  dependent variables 
For this correction procedure can Eo llowed . F i r s t ,  
an i n i t i a l  estimate of is used t o  calculate  ?(A t) . The new matrix 
- 
T is then used t o  gain a be t t e r  estimate of K. This adjusted value 
of A is then used t o  calculate  a new T(A t) which is  more accurate 
/ 
than the  first solution. T h i s  process may be repeated until A changes 
little from one estimate to  the next. I n  pract ice ,  however, only one 
adjustment is  normally made because of the  calculation t h e  required. 
Much easier methods of solving the system of equations presen- 
t ed  i n  equations (C.  1) and (C. 2) are available.  However, t h e i r  use 
is  limited by their charac ter i s t ic  nature o f  i n s t a b i l i t y  or  inaccur- 
acy i f  the derivatives of the dependent variables change rapidly.  
These methods f a l l  under the  general c lass i f ica t ion  of exp l i c i t  sol- 
utions.  
One such solution bechnique is  the Adams-Noulton predictor- 
corrector method. A prediction of each dependant variable, Ti, is 
** 
made using: 
where n = beginning of time interval 
n+l= end of time interval 
p = predicted value 
A t  = time step 
T = dependent variable 
= time derivative of dependent variable 
The derivatives of each dependent variable at time (n+l) are 
then calculated using the predicted values : 
The s ~ l ,  f, ia used to rapxcesent the system of differential egua- 
tions. A set  of corrected values for the dependent variables i s  
then made using the corrector: 
where  c = corrected value 
The Ad-s- Moulton method, as with most explicit solutions, 
w i l l  go unstable under certain conditions. A class of solutions 
which which cannot go unstable are the implicit methods. The Crank- 
lacbaiqtm is that the pz&tJIam of the d-ent variables are 
wd. Putag an amrage of t b  derivatives at tha beginaiag of a tSle 
T b  w a L a e s  of the darivdltives at n and (n+l) are given by 
quatian C.1: 
If t b m  uqpremshms Ear t& dar~~1Citne8 axe ~~ into qua- 
Thie rgurtion can mt yirld T directly,  s h e  A and 
*1 n+l 
%+l are ~ . l e t e d  w ing  Tml. Thus, an iterative approach must 
ba utiXi&d. A first agpmxhatix>n of is calculated asrrirmiag 
that An+, and Bn+l axe w a i  to A and B , respectfully. This ap- 
n n 
23 proximation of T is  found by solving : 
n+l 
where - = first prediction of Tn+l Tn+l 
New approximations of A 
and Bn+l n+l are then calculated based on 
c. 
. A corrected value of T can then be found from equation 
n+l 
C.10- Corrections to An+l , Bn+L, and Tn+l can be made repeatedly 
until the difference i n  successive values of T meet some con- 
n+l 
vergence criterion. 
Appendix D 
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Appendix E 
COMPUTER LXSTING OF THE PSP 
S J08 PSP vLIN€S=60 
C 
C 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM IS 4 SIMULATIOH FOR a PrJMpED SYSTEM. I T  EMPLOYS 
C T R A M ~ ? € M ~  MW€tf TOQ THE CQfLLCTOR ANQ STORAGE TANK* PIPE LOSSES 
c rGe WQLECVQD. Z T  1% ASSUME0 T m T  THE SYSTEM PLOU IS CQMTROLLEO 
c CM THC a W  W A 4rnPtE TEMXRnftWE OIFFERENT~AL. 
C 
c r~ rtg PRESENT towrouu~xron~  THIS PROGRAM REQUIRES THE COLLECTUR 
C f0 %h A SINGLE COVE@, FLAT R h T E  TYPE WITH A TUBE O V E 4  § M E T  CON- 
C FE~uflafIObJ. THE T O M  f S  49SwEQ NOT TO CONTAIN HEAT CXCHAMGfAS. 
C gu? nay CO&TaIN aN auxletadv b i & a T f ~ ~  CLEMENT IN THE TOP ffcffQN.. 
C THE @fPSNG IS 6SSUMeO fa SUCH TMIT THE TOP SZCTtON OF THE ?4MK 
c ce~tvccrs FLUID TO THE LOAO nMD twe SECONO FOURTH FROM r w  TOP 
C fi&CZIvES FLUSO f98M THE COLLECTOR OUTLET* THC BOTTOM FOURTH O f  THE 
C TA&< SECEIveS MaNLuP FLU10 ANO OCCIVERf FLUID TO ThE COLLECTGS. 
C 
c r ~ e  PRoGAaH MUST $E V u I t z n ~ U g D  PT SOME trne EARLY r~ THE o a y  
c rnE% r t  CAN BE ASSunfO fnaT THO CdtCECTOt? 1s A T  aHBrENT T E M P T R A ~ U ~ E  
C ANO Tne TANK WAS 8E2n IM Stgnor STatE FOR FOUe PREVIOUS TIME STEPS. 
C 
C ~ L L  EQUAT~ONS INVO L V ~ N O  v t S C 0 s l T v  ANO OENS~TY OF THE w O ~ ~ K I N G  
c FLUIO ARE FOR Mareg. meRrraRe, THIS S I M U L A T I O N  IS FOR A SYSTEM 
C UTItfZIMG ONLY UATER. 
c 
c THE POLLOUING tneut v n ~ r ~ e t e s  ARE as ~ o t ~ a d s :  
C 
C 
C COLLECTOR CHARACTERIS?'ICS: 
C 
C SLOPE = COLLECTOR SLOPE ( R A O I A N S )  
C t =- THfCKNESS OF COVER P L A T E  ON COLLECTOR 
C e C  + EXTfNCTION COEFFICIENT Of COVER PLATE 
c aEFtQx = REFRACTIVE IMOEX OF COVER PLATE . 
C CC BOND CONOUCTaNCE 
C k 8 AVERAGE P I N  U I O T W  FOR COLLECTOR TURE 
C 8 = OISTbNCE 0ETUEEN TUBE CENTERS 
= INSIOC TU8E Ola#€TER 'I 
H4LF THE OISTANCL BETWEEN BONDS C L? 
C OE + OUTS102 TUBE O~PMETEF? 
c PER r PERIMETER OF C o u g c t a R  
C O f P  OEPTH OF COLLECTOR 
C PCP a THERMAL CAPACITANCE OF ABSORBER PLATE 
C PCG THERMAL CaPACITANCE OF-COVER PLATE 
C PC139 + THERMAL CAPACft4NCE OF I%SUtATION 
c KPAN = tnmnnl CbPhClP4NCE OF CONTAZNER 
C C A  3 OVERALL COLLECTOR CAPACIT~NCE PER UNIT AREA 
C €WISP E N I S S Z V I T Y  OF A8S0fl8Ea PLATE 
c ENSG + enrssrvIrv OF COVER PLATE 
c E A I S P ~  t Evrssrvrrv OF CO~fdlNff? 
C IF = VIE1 FACTOR FROM A ~ S O R B E R  TO COVER PLATE 
C PC = NQMIN4L SURFACE &R€A OF COLLECTOR 
C CV = CONVECTION COefCICIENT OEPENO€Nr ON SLOPE O F  COLLECTOR 
C I N S  8 THERM4L COhOUCTIVfTY O F  BACK INSULATION I N  COLLECTOR 
C k f  C O N V E C T I O N  COePCICIENT INSIDES T W E S  
C SINS a TMfCKNESS OF 8hCK INSULATION 
C TUBLEY = TOTAL LENGTH OF TUBE IN COLLECTOR 
C 6 = THERMAL CONOUCT~V!TY OF AdSOR8E9 
C DELTA = THICKNESS OF AaSORSER SHEET 
- A~SORPTANCE OF aasouam 
SHADE + 1 - % O f  COLLECTOR SHAOEO BY COVER SUPPORTS 
US OVERALL LOSS COEFFICIENT FOR STORAGE TANK 
O I A H  8 OIAHgTER OF TANK 
h 8 HEIGHT OF TANK 
THCInST = THEf??4OSTAT SETTINB ON BOOSTER 
BSTR i BOOSTER POWER IN TOP SECTION 
fMT r FLAGS INOfCATES TANK fEHPER4TlJRE OF: TOP SECTION L E S S  THAN TXW -' 
RaQTN r V4LUE OF IMTEGRIr€O NORMAL SOLAR RAOfPTION FOR A T l M E  PER100 
TAMB AMBIENT TEHPERltURE 
r& t  ~ Y ~ N O V E L O C ~ T Y  
POL = LO40 FLOn 2aTE 
T t . 0 4 0  J TEMPESATURE OF RETURN FLU10 
f S T l N )  * INITSAC TEMQERlTURfS Of THE POUR TANK NOOES 
tCO(N1 f N l T f A L  TEYPERaTURES OF THE FOUR COLLECTOR NOOES 
MISCELLANEOUS: 
CP 
TIHE 
P E R r 0 0  
INTffVC 
SECTNS 
TERMS 
SIGMA 
PHC 
= sPfcrPrc nEnt OF UORRINO PLUIO 
STARTING T I M E  OF TEST IE.  0760 
* LENGTH OF TIME tNtERVALS IMfNUTES) 
8 TOT4L NUM$€R O F  TIHE fNTESVALS 
= OESIReO NWMeER OF 4BCTtONS COLLECTOR TUBE IS TO 8E O f V S O E O  
= OESIREO NUMeER OF TERMS FUR THE MATRIX SOLUTION 
a SOLTZMANIS CONSTANT 
a THC CHARACTERIStIC FLOW RATE OF THE PUMP Off A FUNCTION FOR 
THE PLOW RITE IN TERMS OF TEMPERaTURC 
=. tne ReautReo O r t T a  reweRAuuRe mroro TO TURN ON THE PUMP 
= 1 FOR me MATUtX SOLUTION t o  THE a t f F a ? e n r r a L  
 EQUATION^ 0 FOR THE CRANK-NICHOLSON 
RE409 PMF*CONOEL 
00 S NNalrr) 
00 5 J J l i r 4  
S OtStNN*JJ)=O.O 
~=!iECTruS+l 
NWaM* 1 
00 10 N N o l r M M  
10 TfOLO(NN) = T C Q ( Z )  
AUXaOe 
T IN=TCO( t )  
T PENO=TCO ( 2  1 
L E N G ~ H = T U ~ L E N / ( F L O A T ~ S E C T N S ~ ~  
X J 1 )  -0.0 
00 1s JoZgM 
15 % ( J ) r X ( J * l I + C E N G T H  
V%UM~~PI@OfAM*O1AM*H/4 .0  
?4a4SsPs*vOL~hf€ 
~ c P 5 t ~ ~ o S S / e ,  Q 
A S T ~ @ I * O f A H * H 0 4 a O  
GLQAOaO. 0 
RT*O a 0 
JUTSO. O 
OILUX*O. 
MPC=O.O 
P L A O ~ O  
f PAGE* 18 
T H t S ~ t T S T l l ) * T S t ( Z ) ~ T S T ( 3 ) * T S T ~ 4 ) ) / r ,  
T A l = T A W R ( l )  
O f L T A T ~ ~ € W 1 O D / 6 6 ~  
CALL P~EL IH tT r~C~R€F IOXqALPHA*Af ,A%)  
Irl 
IHOUR=TInE/100 
IHOUR~1HOUR+100 
20 RI+RAOTN(I) 
,. TAwTAwB ( I )  
VlVEL t 1) 
HQl=MOLO ( 1) *8 *3 /0ELtnf  
XOUrJT~0 
CALL Q A R S O R ~ R I ~ A P ~ O E L T A T V A ~ ~ S H A O E W S ~ S B )  
CALL COPYl(TCQ~TCOt.0*4) 
CALL C O P Y ~ ( T S T ~ T S ~ O L D ~ ~ )  
CONT=TCEYQ-tST(4) 
IF (COwT.LTeCONOELl GO TO 30 
noc~enF 
GO TO 35 
30 woc=o, 
35 CONTINUE 
IF (urtRIx .EQ. 0 1  QO TO t o  
CALL ~ ~ A X ~ M C P ~ ~ C G ~ ~ C I N S ~ H C P ~ N ~ ~ C ~ S ~ S ~ ~ ~ F , ~ I G ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ G ~  
1 ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ € ~ ~ S ~ N ~ X ~ N S ~ X ~ I ~ O ~ ~ C P ~ ~ A ~ T I N ~ T F ~ N O ~ T C O L O T ~ O C ~ A ~ F ~  
CALL S O L ~ E ( A V ~ ~ T C O L O ~ T E R ~ S ~ O E L T A T ~ ~ C O - -  
GO TO 86 
70 CALL C N S O L ( M C P ~ ( ~ C B ~ ~ C I ~ S ~ M C P A N I A C ~ S ~ S ~ ~ V F ~ S I G U A ~ V ~ C V ~ M O C ~ € ~ ~ S G ~  
1 E ~ ~ S ? ~ E M I S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N S ~ X ~ N J ~ C P ~ T ~ ~ ~ T I N ~ ~ F E N O ~ T C O L ~ ~ O € L T A T ~ T C ~ ~  
80 CALL U L ~ Q J ( ~ C O ~ T C O L D ~ ~ A ~ S I G ~ A ~ E H I S G ~ € ~ I S P N ~ V * ? E Q ~ O € P ~ A C ~  
1 CVeKINSrXINSqEMISPstPAoUL) 
C4LL F P W ~ ~ ~ € ~ U L ~ ~ ~ O ~ L ~ A * L P ~ ~ ~ O I ~ T P A ~ O E ~ U C ~ ) * O C ~ F P )  
CALL T C D ~ S T ( O € ~ T A ~ ~ J ~ C A , X * M O C ~ C P ~ ~ A ~ , J , T S T ~ C P ~ T A ~ S ~ M ~ T F ~ U L ~  
1 LENGTH~TFENO*TPOLO) 
CALL AOPRE0(OELTATrOrSvTStOLOeTST) 
CALL O E R V T ( T S T ~ M C P S ~ ~ A S T ~ M O C ~ C P ~ T F E N O B M O L ~ U S ~ T L O A O ~ T A ~ I ~ S T ~  
1 eSrR,THRnSt,o~RT~ouwaux) 
CACL A O C Q R R ~ O € L T ~ T I O T S ~ O E R T ~ T S T O L O ~ A U X ~ T S T ~  
TIk=TF(l)  
CACL O E R V ~ ( T S T ~ ~ C P S T ~ ~ S T ~ ~ O C ~ C P I T F E N O ~ M O L ~ U S ~ T L Q A ~ ~ T A ~ I ~ S ~ ~  
1 8 S t R ~ t H U H S T q 0 g R r r n u x )  
CALL NEWVIL(OTSIO&RT) 
TIME=TIME+P&R100 
ICHECKaT IME- IMUR-60  
IF t ICHECK r L T a  0 )  00 TO 50 
T I n € + f l H E ~ 4 Q *  
If t f f ~ E a ~ E e 1 3 0 0 0 )  GO TO S5 
T I ~ E = 0 1 0 0 .  
1HOUF1~0 
lHOUQ+IHOUR* 100 
T N T r f t S T t l ) * T S T ( 2 )  d S T ( 3 1  * T S T t 4 1 ) / 4 .  
GPHaMOC/Se3 
RI=ac*R T 
J3Tat4TeAI 
1FtAUXoNB.o.) o ~ u x + o a u x ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ o ~ ~ r ~ ~  
TRIS€*~(tF(~)*TFOLO(ff))-~TF~l)+TFOLD(1)~ 1e.5  
OU=HOC*CP*TRISE*OELTAT 
QUT=QOT *QU 
~ L O A O ~ E L ~ A O + ( ~ O L O ( I ) * ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ S * ( T S ~ O C O ~ ~ ) * T S T ( ~ ) ) ~ ~ ~ L O A O ) I * C P  
EPF+(QU/RI) *lOOa 
If(I!FPaGEelOO.) F l A G = l o  
I P b G E * I P A G E * l  
I F ( I P a G E . N E , 1 9 )  00 TO 57 
tPAOE=ik 
WRITE ( 6 9 9 3 )  
W R I T E ( b e 9 4 )  
wRf TE  ( 6 9 9 2 1  
J 9 t T E ( 6 , 9 1 )  
CBNTIMUE 
Y R E T E i 6 r 9 0 )  TfML~M0LOtI)~GPW~TP(l)rTP(W~aTRfSf~ 
f ( T S T t J )  ~ J a i e 4 )  r T M T , R I ~ Q U ~ € F F  
SSsO l 
00 40 K N r l r M  
SS=SSeTF(KK) 
SS=SS/?4 
CALL C O P Y \ ( T P , T F O L O ~ ~ )  
I = I * l  
IF ( 1  O L E O  IWTRVL)  GO TO 26 
€ f P O ~ l O O a W U T / f f T  
~ P F 5 ~ ~ H A S S * ( T M T - T H t S ) + E L O A O ~ O A U X ) / R T * l O O ~  
WRITE ( 4 ~ 9 5 )  
~RITE16996l RTIQUTIEFPO 
W I T E ( 6 r 9 7 )  EFPS 
SPtFLAG.EQ.le)  J R f T E t 4 r 9 9 )  
WRITE t b r 9 8 )  
STOP 
FORMAT(* ' r Z X e f 5 e 0 ~ 2 ( ~ X ~ F 4 ~ 1 ) t 4 X ~ F S ~ 1 e 4 X ~ F S ~ l ~ 4 X ~ $ 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ( 4 X e F S ~ ~ ~ ~  
1 SXtP6e1~3XeF6elr6XtP4~1/~) 
FORMIT(*Q~~2X,l27(*-~)//) 
FOSWAT(* * , ~ X ~ * ( H ~ ~ S ) * ~ ~ X , * ( G A L ) * V ~ X ~ * ( G P W ) @ ~ ~ X ~ ~ ~ ~ @ F ) ~ V ~ X ~  
1 @ ( * * F ) * ~ ~ X ~ * ~ @ * F ) * , S ~ ~ X ~ ~ ~ * * P ) * ) ~ ~ X ' I ~ ~ ~ T U ~ * ~ S X ~ @ ~ ~ T U ~ * ~ ~ X ~  
Z ' t % ) * )  
F O ~ M A T ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R E A L * ~ ~ X ~ * ~ O A O ~ ~ ~ X ~ * H A ~ S * ~ ? X ~ @ C O L L E C T O R * ~ ~ X ~  
1 * ~ E M P ~ @ ~ ~ X ~ ~ ( * T A N K ~ ~ ~ X ) ~ ~ M E A N ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ @ U S € F U L * ~ ~ X ~ ~ C O L L E C T O R ~ )  
FORHAT(*  @ ~ ~ X ~ @ T ~ M E * ~ Z ~ ~ X ~ ~ F L O W * ) ~ ~ X ' I * I M L E T * ~ ~ X ~ ~ O U ~ L € T ~ ~ ~ X ~  
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140 QfH€NSfO# T ( 4 )  rOER(4) eOTl4*4)*Ti)l.O (4) 
161 00 10 Mole4 
162 10 T(NI=TQtO(N) *H*(9.*OERfN) * 1 9 0 * 0 T ~ N e 1 ) - 5 . * O T ( ~ e 2 )  *OT(Nw3) 1/24. 
163 T ( l ) = T ( l I * A U X * H  
144 RETURN 
165 C 
EN0 
C 
SUBROlJtINfi NSUWAL(0TvOER) 
Tn fs  RESETE THE valugs OF THE OERIVATIVES FOR THE Next  
4OaMS MOULTON STEP 
OIMENSION DT (4941 rOLO(494) rOER(4) 
00 30 N ~ l r 4  
00 30 J + t e 4  
Ol.D(NeJ) ~ O T ( N I J )  
00 10 Na194 
OT(N* l )=OfR(N)  
00 20 Nalv4  
00 20 J a 2 ~ 4  
O T ( N * J I ~ O L O ( N I J - ~ )  
RETURN 
EN0 
SUBROUTINE A M A X ~ M C P ~ M C G ~ H C I N S ~ M C P ~ N ~ A C ~ S ~ S ~ V V F ~ S I G H A ~ V ~ C V ~  
1 ~ M ~ S G ~ ~ M ~ S P ~ E M I S P N ~ ~ < I N ~ ~ X ~ N S ~ C P ~ T A ~ T I N ~ T F E N O ~ ~ C O L ~ ~ ~ O C ~ A ~ F ~  
tnls  sets UP THE A narftfx eoR USE IN SOLVING THE 
OtFFERfNttAL EQUATIONS 
OINENSION T C Q L O ~ ~ )  .a(4,4) ~ ~ t o t l )  
REAL MOCSXINS~MCPI~CGIHCINS~MCPAN 
0R+459 . 67 
00 10 Is194 
P ( l  , l ) + O o O  
00 10 3+1*4  
A ( 1  9JI +boO 
CONTINUE 
HPO*CY*A€IStTCOL0(2) - t C O t Q  ( 1  1 1 * *025 
nl~~SIBMA*tTCOLQ(ll+TtOLO(Z)+Z.*OR)*( (TGOLD(21 *OR) **204 
1 ITCOLO(1) +Off)*+Z.) 
HlR*WlR/{(l./EMISP)*t1~/EMISG)-lo) 
Hl=HlW*VP+HPQ 
H ~ ~ € H ~ S G * S ~ G M A * ~ T C O ~ O ~ ~ ~ + T A + Z ~ ~ O R ~ * ( ( T C O ~ O ~ ~ ~ * O ~ ~ * * ~ ~ +  
1 (TA*OR) **o. 
~ w ~ N o + I . ~ . ~ * v  
n2=~ii*nw INO 
H ~ R ~ ~ ~ G ~ A + € M S $ P ~ * ( T C O L O ~ ~ ~ * T A * ~ ~ * O R ~ * ~ ~ ~ C O L ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ * * ~ ~ +  
1 (t4+OR)*+2.) 
a c ~ e l ) = - t n r + n g ) * a c / ~ ~ ~  
A ( ~ * ~ ) W ~ + A C / M C G  
A ~ Z ~ ~ ~ P ( W ~ A + H P G )  *OC/YCP 
A~2r2)r-(HPb*H1R*(t,*KINS/XfNSl)fAC/MCP 
A(Ze3) rPo*KINS*AC/(XIqS*MCP) 
h ( ~ I Z ) ~ ~ . * H I N S * P C / ( X I N S * M C * I N S )  
A(313)a-Zo*A(3,2) 
A(3*41+A(3rZ)  
A ( ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) * W C I N S / M C P A F (  
~ ( 4 9 4 ) * - (  (2.*UINS/XINSl + M w I N O * H ~ R ) ~ ~ C / M C P A N  
P ( 1  9 1 )  = (H2*PA+S8) *AC/MCG 
F(2*1l~t4C*S-MOC~CP*(TFENO-TIN~l/MCP 
F ( ~ ~ ~ ) + ~ C * T A + ( H W I N O + H ~ R ) / M C P A N  
RETURN 
EN0 
SU$ROUTIN€ S O L V € ~ A ~ P ~ ~ C ~ ~ D ~ K P O T ~ T C Q )  
OIMENSION A ( 4 9 4 )  r F ( 4 ~ 1 )  r A O ( 4 r 1 )  r E A T ( 4 ~ 4 1  r X ( 4 r l )  9 
I S U M ( 4 r l l  r C A T X O ( 4 r l l  v E A T S U M t 4 r l )  v t C O L Q ( 4 1  v T C O ( 4 1  
00 10 I + l r 4  
X O ( I r l ) ~ T C O L O ( t l  
CALL € A f l N T ( A r f r 0 T ~ A r E ~ T r S t l M l  
CACL M 9 L T ( E A t r X O r E ~ T X O ~ 4 r 4 ~ 1 1  
CALL MULT(EAT9SUH,EATSUM*Or4rl) 
CALL ~ O O ( E A T X O ~ E A T S U M ~ X * ~ ~ ~  1 
00 24 I s l r b  
T C O ( l ) x X ( I r l )  
GETURN 
EN0 
SUBROUTINE EATINT(4rCrDTr&rEATrSUd) 
OfflEfUSfON A t 4 9 4 1  , F t e r i )  r Q ( 4 9 4 )  r A N ( 4 * 4 )  V A T  ( 4 9 4 )  vSUM(49  1)  9 
1 4 N F ( 4 , 1 )  r T E M P ( 4 r 4 )  r A f  ( 4 9 1 )  e E A T ( b e 4 )  
00 16 I * t r 4  
00 1 0  J l l r 4  
EAT(1rJ)sb.O 
Q ( 1 r J ) s O . O  
A N t t r J ) = h ( l ~ J )  
I F  ( I  .EQ. 4) Qttt3)=1.0 
CON7 Iwe 
CALL SCALAR ( O T v F r S U H * Q r  1) 
CALL S C A L A R ( O t r A e A T r 4 * 4 )  
CALL A O D ( Q * A T r € A T r 4 + 4 )  
CALL M U L T ( A r F r A F * 4 9 4 r 1 )  
C O f F ~ - O t * O T / 2 .  
CACL $ C A L A R r C O E f v A f r A F r 4 d )  
CALL A O O ( A P r S U M r S U M * 4 r l )  
COCF=-COW 
KK=rC-2 
00 20 N r l r K K  
CALL W L T ( A r A N r T E M P s 4 r ~ r 4 )  
00 99 IIt+L*4 
00 99 Ll.1'1 w4 
AN(fIIrLLLl~TEMP(1fIrLLL) 
IF (N mGT. 1 )  COEF*Or/(N+l) 
CALL S C A L h R ( C O E F r A N r A N r 4 ~ 4 )  
CALL A O O ( & N I € A T ~ C ~ T ~ ~ , W  
CALL M U L T ( T E N P , F , A N F ~ I I ~ , I )  
COEF*(COEF*OT/ ( W + 2 )  1 * t ( -1  )**(N*l) 
CAlL S C A L A R ( C O € F ~ A N F ~ A N F ~ ~ )  
CALL A U O ( & N f r S U M r S U M ~ 4 r l )  
CObTf NU€ 
RETURN 
E N 0  
. ; . 
. ' . 
I . .  " . 
6. R X . . .  
SUBROUTINE MULTtXtV*Z*L,M*N) 
QIMTNSION X ( L r M 1  r Y  ( M s N l  92 ( L P N )  
oo l o  Z=lrL 
00 10 J s l r N  
Z ( I r J ) = O . O  
00 26 K + l r M  
ZlIrJ)+Z(f *J) * X ( I t 4 f e Y ( K * J )  
CON r f NU€ 
RETURN 
ENQ 
272 SUBROUTfNE 4 0 O ( X q Y r f r L 1 M )  
273 DIMENSION X ( L P M )  * Y  ( L r M )  * Z ( L , M )  
274 00 10 I s l r L  
275 DO 1 0  J a l v M  
276 1 0  Z ( I r J t ' X ( I s J ) + Y ( I ~ J )  
277 RETURN 
270 ENO 
C 
C  
su8fioUTfN~ C N S ~ L ( M C ~ P ~ C G ~ M C I N S ~ M C P A N ~ A C ~ S ~ S ~ ~ V P * S I G M A ~ V ~ C V ~ M O C ~  
L L M ~ S B ~ ~ W ~ S P ~ ~ H ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~ N S ~ X ~ N S ~ C P ~ T ~ ( ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ N Q ~ T C ~ L O ~ O E L T A ~ ~ T C O ~  
/ t " n i S  SU8QOUTtNE CALCULAfES THE MOOAL tE)'tPERATUCl~S A t  *T*OQLTa T t  
O I V ~ N  tne T e H P e R ~ t u R c s  A T  ~ r f i ,  tr u t r t r t E s  tne IHPLIC~T CRANK - 
NICHOLSON TECHNIQUE AN0 THE RECURSION FORMULA FOR SOLVING THE 
RfSULtING SET OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS. 
OIHeNSIO~ T C O ( 4 1  r T C O L O ( 4 )  v T C O b ( 4 r i )  * T C ( 4 9 f , )  vII,(4*4) * A T C O ( & *  1 )  * 
I F(491) r A P f 4 9 4 )  eFP(491) vfF(4s1)  
REAL ~ O & N ~ ( ~ + ~ ) ~ Y O C ~ H C P ~ M C ~ C H C I N S ~ H C P ~ N ~ K I N S  
DATA I ~ E N T / L ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ~ ~ O . I ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ . /  
CALL A M ~ X ( ~ C P ~ ~ C G ~ W C I N S * M C P A N ~ A C ~ S ~ S B ~ V P ~ S ~ G M ~ V V ~ C V ~ E M I S G ~  
I ~ ~ I S P ~ ~ M I S ~ N ~ K I N S ~ X I N S ~ C P ~ T A ~ T I N ~ T F E N ~ ~ T C O L O ~ ~ ~ C * A ~ F ~  
00 10 I a l r 4  
T C 0 0 {  t t l ) * T C O L O ( I )  
OEL f Ana.S*OELTA T  
CALL S C A L A R ~ O E L T A H , A , A ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
C4CL ~ U C T t A r T C O O ~ A T C O r 4 * 4 ~ 1 )  
C A t L  S C A C A R ~ O E t T A T r F r F f v 4 ~ ~ )  
CALL A O O ( T C O O * A t C O r A T C O r 4 r I )  
CACL h O O ( A T C O ~ C P r F F v 4 * 1 )  
21-1. 
CALL S C A L A @ ( Z v A , A , 4 r W  
CALL A O O ( I O E N T ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ * ~ )  
CALL R t E C U R ( 4 r P F r t C I  
00 20 I a l r 4  
t C d L O { f ) ~ T C ( t ~ l l  
CALL ~ ~ ~ X ~ M C ? ~ M C G ~ M C I N S + M C P A N * A C ~ S ~ S ~ ~ V F ~ S ~ G M A ~ V * C V ~ € M I S G ~  
1 € ~ I S P ~ E H I S P N ~ ~ I N S ~ X I N S ~ C P ~ ~ A ~ T I N ~ T F ~ N O ~ T C O L O ~ ~ O C ~ A P ~ F P ~  
CACL A 0 0 ( f * f P , C P . 4 , 1 )  
c a a  S C ~ C A R ( O E L T A H I P P ~ F P ~ ~ )  
CALL AOO(ATCOvFP*FP,B,l) 
CALL O C A L A R ~ O E L T A H ~ P P ~ A P . ~ . ~ )  
CALL SC%CAR(Z*APc4P,4*Q) 
CALL 40Q( IOENT ~ A P I A P I S ~ Q )  
CALL RCCUR(APsFP,tC) 
OQ 30 Is194 
TCO(I)=PC(Itl) 
RETURN 
EN0 
SUBROUTINE RECUR(AIQIT) 
THIS SU8ROUTINE CALCULATES THE M A T R I X  €QUATIOW A * T = f  
BY THE RECURSION CORHUL4 
O1M&Nf ION A ( 4 9 4 )  eF(4r  1) rT(4r 1) c ~ ~ ( 4 )  9 8 ( 4 )  cC(4) ETA(&) ~ G A M ( ~ )  
00 10 1+1*3 
8{1)~4(SrI) 
AA(I*i)+4{1*1~1) 
ccI,=act91*1) 
8(4)aA(4r4i 
8€TA(1)=0(1) 
GAM(l)=Ptl~ll/6ETAtl) 
00 20 Is294 
BETA(~)~~(I)-~AA(I)*C(I-~) ~/8ET~(f-i) 
GA~(I)~(F(I~lI-rA(I)*GPM~f-l) ) / 9 E T A ( i )  
T(4*l)*GAM(+) 
00 30 fa193 
Ks4-I 
T ( K ~ ~ I = O A M ( K ) - ~ C ~ K ) * T ( K * ~ ~ ~ )  )/eET4{K) 
RETURN 
EN0 
SUBROUTINE U ~ O S S ( T C O ~ T C O L D ~ ~ A I S I G M A ~ E ~ ~ S C ~ E H I S P M ~ V ~ P E R ~ Q € P ~ A C ~  
1 CW~K~MS~XINSIEM~SP,TPAIUL) 
DIMENSION T C ~ (~?*TCOLO(~)STAV€(~) 
REAL KfNQ 
00 10 N+lr4 
lo T4VL~N~~(TCO(N~*TCOlO(N))/2e 
TPAltAVE ( 3 )  
OtPP~(TAVC(Z)-TA) 
S f  ( D I F C  eCTe 1.1 GO TO 50 
Q R A O * S I G M A * ( ( T A Y E ( ~ ) * ~ S ~ . ~ ? ) * * ~ . ~ . ( T A V € ~ ~ ) + ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ) * * ~ ~ )  
Q R A ~ ~ Q R ~ ~ / ( ~ ~ O / E M I S P ) * ( ~ ~ / € M I S G ~ ~ L . )  
Q C O N * ~ B J ( T A V E I ~ ) - ~ A V € ( ~ )  1 
I F  (QCON eLTe o O Q l I  GO TO 40 
Q C O N V * ~ Q C O N * + ~ ~ ~ ) * C V * ( ~ A V € ( ~ ) - T A V E ( ~ ) ~  
00 TQ 4s 
40 OCONVmOe 
45 QTOP+QRAO+QCOMV 
Q R E ~ R = Z ~ * K ~ N S * ~ T A V € ~ ~ ) - T A V L ( ~ ) ) / X ~ N S  
Q E D ~ ~ ~ o O ~ * P E R * O ~ P * ( ~ ~ V E ( ~ ) ~ T A ~ / A C  
Q T O T ~ ~ ~ Q T O P + O R E A R + U € O G €  
UL~QTOTAt /A8S (TAVE (2 )  -TA) 
1FIUC.GTeO.O) 00 TO 60 
SO UC*4e*S~GMA*ITA+459e67~**3/((l~/EMISP~+(l~/E~~SG)~le) 
UC~UL*~eO8*PER*OEP/AC) 
354 SUf9ROUTfNE P P R I M ~ ( U t ~ ~ r O E f T A e L P t a ~ 0 ~ ~ t P A ~ O E ~ U C ~ M O C ~ F P )  
C THIS CALCULATES THE BIN EFFECIENCY P4CTOA 
3S5 REAL KrLPrMQC 
3% IF ( U t  .LIE. 0.0) GO TO 10 
357 ~ = ~ T A N ~ ~ S Q R T ~ U ~ / ~ K * O € ~ T A ~ ~ * ~ P ~ ~ / ~ S Q R T ~ U I # ~ K * O € L T A ~ ~ * L P ~  
c v e m  MAS ~ ~ a w  IN F P ~  
39s VCL=MDC/ ~ O I = O I * ~ ~ S ~ O I , ,  
359 IPtV€L.EQ.Q., Go to 5 
C HF €Q€lhtION PROM POUER PLbNT TEXT 800& 
360 HP+163e*(VEL**.8S~*(le*~OlO~*TP41 
36 1 63 TO 6 
362 5 rPr4,3636*CONO ( TPA)  /Of 
36 3 a ~ a = c a / ( c a - o e ~ * ~ ) ~ + t e . u t / u c )  
364 F~~l,/(~le/FPl*(OE/B,, 
344 F~~FP+(B*UL/(3el41S9*Ot*HF)) 
366 C o t  1 /p@ 
367 03 t O  20 
368 10 FP+I.O 
369 20 RETURN 
370 f NO 
C 
371 FUNCTION CON0 (TI 
C CALCULATE CONOUCTIVITY OF WATER AT SOME TEMP, 
372 O A T 4  Av8rC/-.r138926€-5~.196771E-Zr-.302238/ 
373 CONOatA+ t T*459.6?) *8j  *(T*459.6?) 4C 
376 SETURN 
375 EN0 
C 
C 
C 
376 SUBROUTINE T C D ~ S ~ ( O ~ L T A T . U I C A ~ X ~ M O C P C P ~ T A ~ S ~ ~ T B T S F P S T A S S ~ M ~ T F ~ U L ~  
1 L€NOTW.TP%NQeTPOLD) 
C THIS CALCULATES THE TEMP. OIS~RIRUTION IN THE COLLECTOR 
377 RE& MOC ,LENGTH 
378 OIMENSION T S T ( 4 )  e X ( l 0 0 )  r t F ( l 0 O )  r tFOL0(100)  
3 79 00 26Q Jllqd 
380 V ~ L U ~ X ( J ) - ( ( H Q C ~ C P * O E L T ~ T ) / ( W * C A ~ )  
38 1 fFLVALU.LTr0.) 80 TO 950 
302 IF(IeGTe1) 00 TO 70 
383 TPLUS-TA~ 
384 THINUS=T4 1 
00 TO 80 
3'5 86 70 TPCUSaTCOLO ( IFIX (VPLU/LENGtH*2.0) 
387 T Y I t r c u ~ ~ t ? O L ~ ~ t F I X t V 9 L U ~ L E f ' l G T ~ * 1 e O O ~ )  
388 a0 PRAC~V4LU-X~IF~XtWALU/tENGTH*1.0)1 
389 VAGUF~FR1C*(TPtUS-tMINUS)/CENGTH+TMrNUS 
390 90 R O * - C P * U ~ * O ~ ~ , T A T / C A  
39 1 Tf(Jl~(EXP(R0) ) * - ~ V A L ~ J P - ~ S / U L ) - T A )  + ~ S / U L ) * T A  
392 GO TO 260 
393 950 VALUF*TST(41 
394 T ~ M € = X ( J ) * O E L T A ~ / ~ % ( J ) - V A L U ~  
395 QOa-FP*UL*TIP€/CA 
20 ZF~TSTI~).LT.~HR~STI IHTtl 
~EAT(~)~(-{MOL*CP*(TST(~)-TS~~~)~)-(AST~US*(TST(~~-TA~)~/MC?ST 
OEIT(Z)a~(~OC~CP*(TfENO-tST(Z)))-(~O~*CP*(TST~2)-TSTt3))~-(AST~ 
1 I J ~ * ( T S T ( Z )  - t ~ )  r ) r n c ~  
O E R T ( 3 ) = (  (MOC*CP*(TST(Z)-TSTt3) 1 )-tMOL*CP*(TST(3)-TST(4)) ) - ( 4 S T *  
1 US*(TST(3)-TA)l)/HCPST 
O€RT~4)~((MOC*CP*(TST(3~-TS~~4~~)-~MQL*C?*~TST~4)-TLOAO)~- 
1 ~A~T~US*~TST(~I-TA)))/MCPST 
C AUX IS . O F  OEGREES TIN* TOP RISES DUE TO HEATER PER HOUR 
AUXtIHT*IBST*aSTR/MCPST 
RETURN 
EN0 
C 
c 
SAMPLE OUTPUT OF THE PSP 
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Appendix G 
EXPERJ[MENTAL TESTING OF A TYPICAL 
SOLAR HOT WATER SYSTEM 
The solar hot water system tested for validating the PSB has 
been described in general terms in  Chapter V I .  The following is a 
detailed l ist ing of the system parameters required for simulation 
of the system by the PSP. Variable names used i n  the computer pro- 
gram are included in the l ist ing.  
Collector characteristics: 
Cover thickness 
Extinction coefficient 
Refractive index of cover 
Plate fin width 
Bond conductance 
W e  spacing 
Inside tube diameter 
Variable defined by F i g .  6 LP = .17 
Outside tube diameter DE = .052 
Collector perimeter PER = 28.5 
Collector depth DEP = -26 
Thermal capacitance of plate MCP = 15 .2  
Themud capacitance of cover MCG = 13.0 
Thermal capacitance of insulation MCINS = 4 . 2  
Thermal capacitance of pan MCPAN = 9.8 
Lumped collector capacitance 
Emissivity of plate 
Emissivity of cover 
,Emissivity of pan 
Collector area 
Convection coefficient 
Conductivity of insolat ion 
Thickness of insolation 
Collector tube length 
Conductivity of plate 
Thickness of plate 
Absorptance of plate 
V i e w  factor 
Tank characteristics: 
Loss coefficient 
Diameter 
Height 
EMISPN = .1 
AC = 37 
CV = 021 
DELTA = .0013 
ALPHA = .9 
DIAM = 2.01 
In addition the following miscellaneous variables were re- 
quired by the PSP for the simulation: 
Specific heat of f luid 
Boltanan's constant 
Length of time interval 
SIGMA = 1.73 x 1;'- 
PERIOD = 7.5 
Star t ing time of t e s t  
Number of time in te rva ls  
Divisions of co l lec tor  tube 
The so lar  hot water system described by the above parameters 
was monitored using the Florida Technological University Mobile 
Solar Lab (refer t o  Figure 26) .  During tes t ing  a var ie ty  of in- 
struments are used t o  mohitoz system and environmental conditions. 
E lec t r i ca l  s ignals  from the instruments t r ave l  through a cable t o  
the lab and are recorded a t  su i tab le  time intervals .  A copy of 
the or ig ina l  data f o r  t h i s  t e s t  follows a br ief  discussion of the 
i n s t rmen t s .  
Temperatures of the  system and ambient a i r  a r e  measured by 
copper-constantine thermocouples. Signals from the thennocouples 
aza conditioned by an mi Amp I1 Thermocouple Amplifier and Ref- 
erence Junction. Incident radiat ion i s  measured by an EppZey Pyr- 
ammeter which is mounted a t  an angle equal t o  the slope of the 
collector. The pyrsnanetez signal is recorded by a Speedomax 
Recorder manufactured by L e e d s  and Northrup. The col lector  flow 
rate is  measured by a venturi  flowmeter manufactured by the Barco 
Division of Aaroquip Corporation. Different ia l  pressure across the  
venfuri is measured by a Validyne Pressure Transducer providing 
both visual  and analog voltage outputs. A Texas Electronics 
weather s t a t ion  records the wind speed and direct ion on a dual 
strip chart recorder. The device has been modified t o  a l so  provide 
lipur. #( h m r r ~  Test site (Tank lmCLosed in Closet) 
analog voltage outputs. The load drawoff is measured by a Carlon 
w a t e r  m e t e r  which has been sui tably modified to produce a voltage 
proportional to  the  integrated drawoff. A device has been b u i l t  t o  
provide a voltage reading proportional t o  the amount of energy used 
by the auxiliary heater. 
The Eppley Pyranometer and Speedomax Recorder together record 
both the instantaneous and integrated insolation.  A l l  other sig- 
nals described previously are converted from a voltage l eve l  t o  a 
d i g i t a l  display by-a Data Precision Digital  Multimeter. 
The following ca l ibra t ions  can be used t o  transform t he  raw 
data measurements i n to  familiar units :  
Wind speed 
Wind di rec t ion  
Eppley pyranometex 
Load flow 
(resets at 5.0 vol t s )  
22.5 mph/volt 
0-5 vo l t s  h+ 0-360 degrees 
0 v o l t s  - para l l e l  t o  col- 
lector in westerly direction 
2 7.354 BTU/ft /pen stroke 
16  .I85 gallons/volt 
Auxiliary energy 8700 BTU/volt 
( rese ts  at 5.0 vo l t s )  
Mass flow 2.3 vo l t s  -58.8 gallons/hour 
Temperature corrections 5 4 3 Tactual = AT + BT + CT + 
where T(OC) = 10 x voltage reading 
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